Notes from the 11th IGAC Southern Hemisphere Working Group meeting, 15th July 2019.

Action items in bold.

We had another quite quick meeting with a small number of attendees.

1. We will attempt to rotate the times for the meetings to encourage attendance from each continent.
2. The idea to try to link groups with excess capacity (e.g. instruments or computing) with groups who could benefit was discussed. It was decided that this would be better handled at the IGAC SSC level.
   **Action: Clare** to take this to the IGAC SSC in October.
3. Idea of using our website to point to relevant measurement or modelling datasets for the Southern Hemisphere was discussed. There was some enthusiasm for this idea and Nicholas Huneeaus pointed out that there was an existing attempt to do this for South American air quality data from several countries. We should try to link to this also.
   **Action: Clare** to discuss with Megan how best to do this, including formulating a template for key information.
4. Kathryn Emmerson described the Twitter poster session run recently by iLEAPS. This seems like a really good alternative to trying to organise video conferencing across the time zones covered by the IGAC SH working group. Again there was significant enthusiasm for this idea.
   **Action: Kathryn** to talk to organiser of the iLEAPS twitter poster session and explore this as mechanism for our future conference.
5. Nicholas Huneeus mentioned that the IGAC south American working group was meeting in early November (around the GEIA meeting 6-8th Nov) and suggested that we might try to connect with that group during their meeting via a video conference link.
   **Action:** Nicholas to look into logistics for this to occur.

Cheers,

Clare.

P.S. Don’t forget:

There is a google drive with the files including the activities document and the positioning paper [https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Or_bY6wJ0Y5XdL1WrZfGFtnGklf8cL6N?usp=sharing](https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Or_bY6wJ0Y5XdL1WrZfGFtnGklf8cL6N?usp=sharing)

- We are (slowly) collating a bibliography of published papers on the Southern Hemisphere atmosphere, see: [https://www.zotero.org/groups/2185852/sh_atmoschem_library](https://www.zotero.org/groups/2185852/sh_atmoschem_library)